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Farewell To Our Chairman
On 6 August the Board bade a fond farewell
to Chairman Paul Upham.
Paul joined the charity’s Managing Trustees as
a sergeants’ representative for Avon & Somerset
in February 1996. He was appointed Deputy

There have been extensions to The Gurney
Fund’s remit, ensuring that as many families as
possible may be considered for assistance.
During Paul’s Chairmanship we also introduced a policy of maintaining contact with

ficiaries. And we spent two years working hard to
progress incorporation.
Paul says that representing The Gurney Fund
at national events has been a privilege; particularly the National Police Memorial Services which

“The most enjoyable, worthwhile and rewarding part of my police service”
Treasurer in 1998 and took over as Chairman in
November 2002.
During his long service with The Gurney Fund
Paul has witnessed many changes, including
working with two Fund Managers and six Fund
Administrators.

families who no longer require financial support.
Feedback from the families illustrates that this is
much appreciated as it gives them a continuing
link to the police family.
We have also added a provision for assistance
with higher education and counselling for bene-
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are always very moving.
He added that his 24 years with the Fund
have been “the most enjoyable, worthwhile and
rewarding part of my police service”.
The Board of Trustees wish Paul, and his wife
Geraldine, a happy and healthy retirement.
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Supporting Kids Is Key
Two Hampshire Police officers who have
just become Local Representatives for
The Gurney Fund have talked about the
importance of the charity in supporting
children and families.
Sgt Spencer Wragg (pictured right) has been
involved with The Gurney Fund for several years.
He has raised sponsorship money through charity runs (including two Great South Runs) and
boxing events, so when the opportunity came up
to be a point of contact for The Gurney Fund, he
jumped at the chance.
He said: “If anyone goes through ill-health
retirement, they might not be aware of what the
Fund can offer their dependents, so it’s a little bit
of signposting and education around what is
available for them.
“And similarly if someone does unfortunately
die in service, we offer assistance and get applications in for whatever funding they may need.”
Fellow SPOC, Acting Sgt Antony Waghorn
(pictured left) said: “I’m a Federation Rep for
Hampshire Constabulary and our branch

secretary asked if anybody wanted to consider
being The Gurney Fund Local Representative for
Hampshire. For me, being a dad, I like the idea
that somebody is out there to support my family
if something happens to me.
“I wanted to be able to help some of those
children or families that need the Fund, and at
least put families in touch with the right people to

see whether they can gain from it.
“I will be thinking about families who possibly
need the Fund already but who might not know
about it or have slipped through the net.
“Also if there are any charitable events, I’ll
certainly be putting The Gurney Fund up there.
It’s very early days for me, but I feel passionate
about it already.”

Help For Our Families During Pandemic
In June, The Gurney Fund issued a payment of £100 to all beneficiaries, to help them with costs incurred
due to the closure of schools, colleges and universities during lockdown.

“Thank you so much for all you have done for us. Having such a friendly
team at The Gurney Fund has been such a support. Your efforts are very
much appreciated in these difficult times”
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“Thank you again for all of your support during my progression through
this course. In what has been a challenging year for lots of people, your
hard work and support is greatly appreciated”
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(Left to right) Newly qualified nurse Jasmine outside the hospital where she works; and with her fellow student nurses. Jasmine’s dad and auntie.

Jasmine’s Nursing Dream

Jasmine has been a beneficiary of The
Gurney Fund for just over two years and the
Fund helped her qualify as a nurse through
financial contribution.
“My Dad passed away after a short battle with
a very aggressive cancer in April 2018, he was
a Detective Sergeant in Avon and Somerset for
22 years and was an amazing man. My auntie
got in contact with The Gurney fund for my six
siblings and I.
“The Gurney Fund were brilliant, as a stay-athome student my student loan was very small
and a nursing degree requires 2,300 hours of
unpaid placement as well as full-time theory.
“Because of this I was only able to work one
day a week whilst trying to keep up with my uni
work and grieve for the loss of my dad and a
close friend. I wasn’t able to replace my broken
laptop and was writing my essays at uni or on
my phone, which was very difficult.
“The Gurney Fund very kindly bought me a
new laptop which allowed me access to my
work from home and else where, I was incredi-

bly grateful and managed to complete a lot of
assignments and my dissertation.
“The Gurney Fund took my youngest sister on
holiday which I was incredibly grateful for as she
had a brilliant time. She was able to interact with
others who have experienced the same grief. Due
to her young age I think this is very important to
validate her feelings and emotions.
“The Gurney Fund also contributed money
at the start of term to me and two of my other
siblings in university, money which our dad would
have given us throughout the year to help out. It
alleviated a lot of stress and allowed us to focus
on our courses.
“I wanted to become a nurse to spread
compassion and care, being there for someone
during extremely trying and traumatic times as
well as having the honour of caring for those at
the end of their life to ensure dignity and comfort.
“During my dad’s illness I cared for him with my
auntie and took some time off uni to ensure that
our last months together were special.
“Work can always wait, family cannot.

“It was a very heartbreaking and emotional
time of my life but I continued to work hard and
returned to my course after a few weeks.
“Due to my time off, my course had to be extended so I could make up my placement hours.
After three-and-a-half years of blood, sweat and
tears I qualified in May 2020 and secured a job in
south Bristol as a community nurse, which I am
incredibly passionate about.
“The Gurney Fund allowed me to have some
comfort and time whilst grieving, it enabled me
to access help when I needed it and everyone I
spoke to was absolutely amazing.
“The kindness shown and the supportive voice
at the end of the telephone helped our family
throughout the worst part of our lives.
“We are eternally grateful and hope that The
Gurney Fund will go on to do the same for children and parents who have lost someone very
special, to allow them the freedom and comfort
to grow and develop after traumatic experiences. Thank you very much to The Gurney Fund, I
couldn’t have done it without you.”

Police Charities Are Supporting Each Other
Police Charities UK is a unique group of
UK Police-focused charities who have
agreed to collaborate for the benefit of
all serving and former members of the
UK’s Police Forces and their families,
says Chairman Dave Blundell (pictured).
The group is not a merger of police charities, nor an exhaustive list, and each charity
has its own remit. Group members do not
share any personal information about their
applicants or beneficiaries.
The website policecharitiesuk.org serves
as a reference guide for anyone who may
need to access the services of any of the
group’s members.
The website can be used to find information on supporting a police charity through
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a fundraising event or simply wanting to
know more about what the group does.
Through the reference guide, you can
identify what support is available and
links will take you directly to each charity’s
website.
Thanks are due to the Police Federation
of England and Wales for their continued
support in maintaining the website and providing facilities and services for the group’s
meetings.
Member charities signpost other members services and we know that people respond positively when they become aware
that the police charity they are currently
engaged with works with the other charities
within the group.
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At the August virtual meeting, over £5,000 was given
towards school uniform, driving and music lessons,
computers, books and sport.

Gurney Holiday Memories
The Coronavirus pandemic has meant that sadly we have been unable to run our usual holidays for our Gurney Kids this year.
We are hoping to be able to get back to normal in 2021. In the meantime, here is a look back at some of our previous fun-filled trips.

Keep in touch

Write: 9 Bath Road, Worthing, West Sussex, BN11 3NU

/TheGurneyFund
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Call: 01903 237256

@GurneyFund
www.gurneyfund.org

Email: info@gurneyfund.org
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